INSTITUTIONAL DISTINTIVENESS

Broad Vision of the University states that MATS University will be a benchmark institution for
lifelong partnerships with students, the workforce and public and private enterprises. As the Tag
line of MATS University goes, ‘MATS- ready for life’ it has successfully maintained lifelong
partnerships with the students and always kept it as its thrust area while imparting knowledge.
We have tried our best to reach the students to acquire such professional and skill oriented
education in their area of expertise and always supported them for their endeavor. Such an
environment is the natural result of the following strengths of the university :
1. It’s adherence to its foundational concepts that have laid out the trajectory of its growth
plan.
2. Its outstanding Human Resource Management system to ensure ‘a shared vision, a
cohesive team and an engaging work culture’.
3. Its meticulously planned and implemented personal and professional development
programs for its faculty and students.
4. Its well-planned governance structure and administrative mechanisms to ensure speedy
implementation of all developmental plans.
5. Its relentless efforts at attaining the best possible balance between growth and
sustainability.
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Taken together, these strengths have contributed in ample measure towards the creation of a
culture in the University that is uniquely our own, that energizes us in all that we do, and knits us
together into one community even after the students pass out from the university. The spade
work of this starts from the moment a student enrolls in the institution. Along with imparting
domain knowledge the university strives to give entrepreneurial skills as its value add course.
Through proper counseling, the mentor identifies the skill-set and ability of the students and
through incubation centre encourages them to start up their own venture and supports them by
maintaining a lifelong partnership with them.

Following are few examples that reflect this distinctive thrust area of the University1. Nikhil Baid, a student of BBM of 2004 batch is our partner in infrastructural
development.
2. Umair Dhebar, a student of MBA of 2014 batch is our hospitality partner in all the
events of the University
3. Navneet Singh Combo, a student of BFT of 2015 batch is our partner in making and
supplying blazers for students of various departments.
4. Viplav Soni, a student of BBM of 2004 batch is our partner in supplying required
products for transportation maintenance of University vehicles.
5. Amandeep Singh Bagal, a student of BBM 2014 batch is our partner in supplying gifts
for all the employees that the University gives to them on their Birthdays.
6. Neeraj Dwivedi, a student of MBA of 2015 batch is our partner in supplying public
address systems during all the functions and events of the University.
7. Sameer Gupta, a student of BBM of 2013 batch is our partner in supplying all the
required utensils for mess and canteen of the University.
Around 40 percent of the University’s procurement is carried out through the student’s
partnership that it proves that the University has successfully achieved its Vision.
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